
CONTROL OF DOGS (SCOTLAND) ACT 2010 CALL FOR EVIDENCE 

SUBMISSION FROM: Co-chair Friends of Braid Hills  

Ms Jenny Marra MSP 

Committee Convenor  
Public Audit & Post-Legislative Scrutiny Committee of the Impact of the Control of Dogs (Scotland) 
Act 2010 

Dear Ms Marra 

Public Audit and Post-Legislative Scrutiny Committee on the impact of the Control of 
Dogs (Scotland) Act 2010 
Request to include behaviour of professional dog walkers who walk large numbers of 
dogs in public spaces 

Please may I request that the scrutiny committee includes within its scope the irresponsible 
behaviour of professional dog walkers, who walk such a large number of dogs at the same 
time, many which are not on the lead, so that it is impossible for these handlers to ensure all 
the dogs are kept under control in public spaces? 

I am co-chair of Friends of the Braid Hills & a local resident who regularly walks on the 
Braid Hills, a public space owned by the City of Edinburgh Council. On a near daily basis I 
am now witnessing professional dog walkers, walking up to 8 or 10 dogs at a time. In the 
Hermitage of Braid there is a dog walker who regularly takes 14 dogs around. Depending on 
the individual dog walker there may be half this number of dogs on the lead & half the dogs 
not on the lead. 

No matter if these dogs are usually friendly & docile family pets it is the case that when such 
a large number of dogs are together there develops a pack mentality which can be extremely 
intimidating for other people using the hill or public park. If one of this large number of dogs, 
which was off the lead, got into a fight with another dog or approached a frightened child, it 
would simply be impossible for the dog walker to manage the situation safely when s/he has 
9 or 10 or 12 other dogs joining in. 

I am aware that some local authorities have trialled voluntary dog walking good practice 
schemes, or charters, which suggest a maximum number of dogs which can be walked at the 
same time. On occasion when I have attempted to speak to people walking large numbers of 
dogs about this charter I have received a response which was either rude or dismissive. When 
the individual in Hermitage of Braid is challenged for the absence of poo bags for any of the 
14 dogs and any suggestion made that he is acting anti-socially, he tells folk to "f" off. 

The aim of the 2010 Control of Dogs Act was to ensure dogs are kept under control & pose 
no risk to the public. I understand the committee is now inviting contributions before 05 
October 2018 on whether the public believes all local authorities are carrying out their duties 
under the Act to prevent dog attacks in the future. 
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It is my view that legislation should be strengthened to regulate professional dog walkers 
with a statutory limit on the number of dogs which can be walked by a single individual at a 
time. 

Yours sincerely 

Elaine Anderson 
Co-Chair Friends of the Braid Hills 


